
As the calving season nears an end, the breeding
bulls are added to the cow herd and the "BREED-
ING SEASON" begins. The addition of the bulls to
the cow herd is illustrated as an arc intersecting the
cow cycle and begins with the label "BULLS IN." PRIECNA DRY Cows
(Figure 4)

Because of the 90 day breeding season and the es- / AND R
timated 285 day length of gestation, calving season
and breeding season will overlap by approximately ' wu
10 days (90+285-365=10)./ -

The bulls remain with the adult cow herd for the
duration of the "BREEDING SEASON." After the
bulls are removed ("BULLS OUT"), the adult cow sLV

herd continues in the annual cycle as pregnant
cows that are nursing calves born during the pre-
ceding calving season. The cows are illustrated on
the diagram as "PREGNANT COWS NURSING
CALVES." (Figure 5)

Figure 6.

Eventually, calves nursing the pregnant cows
will be weaned, and the cows will continue in the
cycle as "PREGNANT DRY COWS," thus com-
pleting the annual cycle for the adult cow herd. The
diagram now illustrates the beginning and the end
of the "CALVING PERIOD," the beginning and / Aa Al
end of the "BREEDING SEASON," and the time
of "CALF WEANING." (Figure 6)
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U R/SIE / N CALVES~ _After the calves are removed from the cow herd
V\ /^ ~ y~ /at "WEANING", a portion of them will be sold as

\ / i " stocker and feeder calves. This is illustrated
inFigure 7 by the "WEANED CALVES" line, end-
ing with a "STOCKER & FEEDER" label.
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In addition, heifer calves selected as potential
breeding replacements for the herd are separated
from the "WEANED CALVES" and begin their

Figure 5. cycle as "REPLACEMENT HEIFERS." (Figure 8)
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